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As soon as this word comes out, the original wavering Er Nu Hua looks pale. 

 

"In that case, Mr. Ye, let's go, or it will be too late." 

 

Du Yunyan urged. 

 

In her view, the identity of Ye Chen, will not joke on such things, there must be something wrong with it. 

 

"Good." 

 

Ye Chen's hands are behind him, light and light, just ready to continue to leave. 

 

A dark shadow is coming! 

 

"Little beast, what the hell do you mean, return the body, your mother!" 

 

Words just fell, ye Chen eyes flashing out a cold killing machine. 

 

He didn't care about them at all. He just wanted to get on the way, but they had to hit the gun! 

 

I'm looking for death! 

 

The shadow suddenly stopped. 

 



Ye Chen didn't even have a hand. When he stepped on it, an invisible air wave seemed to turn into a 

wind blade and went directly to the man who started it. 

 

The other side's body seems petrified. 

 

Pupil is incomparably frightened. 

 

It's extremely weird. 

 

"Let's go." 

 

Ye Chen did not intend to waste any more time, and walked towards the foot of the mountain. 

 

Du Yunyan and Chen Xia curiously looked at the motionless man in front of them. Although they were 

suspicious, they did not think much about it. They quickly followed up. 

 

Just after the three left, another man rushed up: "Feng Shao, you are..." 

 

Before he finished speaking, a head fell directly to the ground. 

 

The bloody body fell directly into the man's arms. 

 

Then a sound of panic rang through the whole Kunlun mountain. 

 

…… 

 

Flight k2578. 

 

Du Yunyan and Chen Xia feel a man's cold. 



 

Two people intentionally or unintentionally in front of Ye Chen looking for information, but ye Chen's 

answer is not more than five words. 

 

It was extremely cold. 

 

Helpless, two people also did not continue to talk with Ye Chen. 

 

"Yunyan, don't you say he is a professor in our school? How can you feel that he is autistic? Even if you 

don't say a word, you might as well go to see the sunrise with those two guys." Chen Xia complained. 

 

On hearing this, Du Yunyan quickly covered Chen Xia's mouth and said in a soft voice: "don't talk 

nonsense. Mr. Ye has a special identity. Forget it. I won't explain it to you. Even if I explain it to you, you 

don't understand. " 

 

Chen Xia looked at Ye Chen suspiciously and did not speak any more. However, she murmured: "special 

identity? If you're young, you can have something special. It's estimated that you'll have a good life. It's 

a bit stinky. " 

 

Half an hour later, Capital International Airport. 

 

The plane landed slowly. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the ground close to the heart of the wave a few minutes, also do not know the 

mother knows the father out of the news will be how happy. 

 

After more than five years, the family finally got together. 

 

It's simply excitement. 

 

When the plane landed successfully, he stood up directly and left quickly regardless of Du Yunyan and 

Chen Xia behind. 



 

Not even saying goodbye. 

 

Ye Chen's attitude, let Chen Xia some displeasure, she took the luggage, then and Du Yunyan toward the 

outside. 

 

"Yunyan, it's the first time I saw such a gentleman since I was a child. Who does this guy think he is?" 

 

"I even feel like we're hot and cold!" 

 

Du Yunyan had a helpless smile and didn't know how to explain it. 

 

"Don't be angry. Go. It's estimated that Mr. Ye has something to do temporarily. That's what it is." 

 

"Since he won't say goodbye to us, let's say goodbye to him." 

 

Hearing this, Chen Xia's face became more eccentric, even reached out and touched Du Yunyan's 

forehead: "Yunyan, what's the matter with you? How do I feel you're afraid of this guy? Even if this guy 

is rich and powerful, you don't need to be like this. My uncle is a noble person in the capital, and... " 

 

Before Chen Xia finished her speech, her voice stopped abruptly. 

 

Because she found that there were dozens of men in combat uniforms not far away. 

 

He is strong and upright. 

 

The momentum of his body was extremely frightening. 

 

Even a look at it, the heart felt a little uncomfortable. 

 



How can there be such a person in Huaxia? 

 

The key actually appeared at the airport at this time? 

 

The group seemed to be waiting for something. 

 

Not only that, these people's line of sight is actually in the same direction. 

 

It's Ye Chen! 

 

Even, she suddenly found that the number of people at the capital airport was extremely small, as if it 

had been emptied. 

 

Those on the same flight seem to have been taken to other passages by a group of staff. 

 

Originally, several staff members were going to look for them, but when they saw that they had been 

following Ye Chen, they did not come to inform them. 

 

This scene is too weird. 

 

All of a sudden, dozens of people in the combat uniform stood at attention and saluted: "dragon soul, I 

have seen the God of war in China!"She almost broke Chen Xia's eardrum. 

 

God of war? 

 

Here and there! 

 

Chen Xia's white face had an impulse to see the devil. 

 

At the moment, Du Yunyan is staring at her eyes and covering her mouth subconsciously. 



 

She knew Ye Chen's identity and thought it was only that special identity that she deliberately 

approached. 

 

But I didn't expect that ye Chen was actually the invincible God of war that month and kept circulating in 

various circles! 

 

Although she does not have much information, the scene before her is enough to prove everything. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen didn't expect that the first one to pick up himself was the dragon soul. 

 

In fact, it is not surprising that when boarding the plane, he showed his identity. 

 

Originally, I want to keep a low profile. Naturally, it is the system that can't cheat the dragon soul. 

 

The first is Lei Shuwei and Ying Qing. 

 

Ye Chen walked in the past, light way: "don't give me this out, do not carry out the task today? Let's get 

rid of it. " 

 

Lei Shuwei coughed softly: "Mr. Ye, you don't give me a call when you go back to Huaxia, but that person 

has made it clear that no matter it's windy or rainy, there is a special plane waiting for us in Kunlun 

mountain." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said nothing nonsense: "Ye family should have no problem recently." 

 

Lei Shuwei patted his chest and said seriously: "Mr. Ye, although the one who blocked all the news at 

the beginning, you, as the God of war, were still guessed a few points. Now, how dare the whole China 

move the Ye family?" 

 

"Besides, who dares to move Ye's house? Lei Shuwei is the first to stand out!" 



 

"It's just 

 

Hearing this sentence, ye Chen Mou son shrinks, way: "just what?" 

 

Lei Shuwei took a look at Ye Chen and continued: "Mr. Ye, only this month, there have been a lot of 

strange phenomena in the sky of Ye's house. I don't know who is making a breakthrough. The residents 

in the nearby area have a great influence. Although some hot searches have been removed from the 

Internet and the impact of the incident has been suppressed to the minimum, it has caused a lot of 

panic. Because it's your family, we dare not say anything... " 

 

Ye Chen of course knows why. 

 

If he had guessed correctly, it was his mother who could have caused such a vision. 

 

Since the father's accident, mother has been locked in the training room to break through and endure 

everything. 

 

Even when he left Huaxia, he didn't come out to see him off. 

 

Now it's time for my mother to stop practicing. 

 

I just don't know where my mother is now. 

 

"Lei Shuwei, take me to Ye's house." 

 

"Yes 
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Ye's family in Beijing. 

 

When the car stops, ye Chen is to feel an invisible killing machine towards this side. 

 

It just dissipates quickly. 

 

Ye Chen knew that this must be the man of the dark hall. 

 

After he went to Kunlun Xu, he told ye Lingtian that if anyone dares to break into Ye's house, he will kill 

him. 

 

The safety of her mother and Xia Ruoxue must be unconditionally protected. 

 

Get out of the car, that guard at the door of the Ye family several dark hall strong person when see ye 

Chen, eyes twinkle with excitement! 

 

The legend of the invincible God of war, however, makes everyone in the dark room boiling with blood! 

 

The temple master is where they believe! 

 

Although they are only gatekeepers in the Ye family, for the Ye family, the status is humble, but today's 

Ye family is not what it used to be! 

 

Those martial arts masters, or the top powerful people in China, should be respectful to them! 

 

This is the remaining power of the temple master! 

 

Several people knelt down one after another: "see the hall master!" 

 



Ye Chen nodded: "get up, this period of time is hard." 

 

"Master, it's not hard!" 

 

Ye Chen handed several pills to several people and said seriously: "you are only one step away from the 

breakthrough. This pill can help you break through as quickly as possible. After this shift, you can 

prepare for the breakthrough." 

 

"Thank you 

 

Several people watched the pills in their hands to the extreme. 

 

What the temple Lord gives must be of great value! 

 

At this time, Ye's deep, a strong breath of breakthrough hit! 

 

At the same time, the sky black clouds rolling, thunder looting move! 

 

"Someone broke through!" 

 

Ye Chen no longer hesitates, fiercely rushed in. 

 

He could feel the extreme instability of the breakthrough breath. 

 

In this case, someone forced a breakthrough! 

 

If you are careless, you will pay a great price. 

 

Soon, ye Chen came to a training room. 



 

This time, there were cracks in the training room. The fury in the room was like a sword! 

 

It's impossible for ordinary people to get close. 

 

Feeling the turbulence in front of him, ye Chen has determined that the breakthrough is his mother 

Jiang Peirong. 

 

The key, this breath is actually to break through the Wonderland! 

 

China's aura is thin, and the mother has no reincarnation. How could such a speed be possible? 

 

He did not have time to investigate, because when he saw the thunder cloud above the sky, his heart 

thumped. 

 

Mother, this breakthrough is extremely dangerous! 

 

It's like walking a tightrope. If you're not careful, you'll die! 

 

And at this moment, the training room. 

 

Jiang Peirong sat cross legged, pale, with blood stains on the corners of her mouth. 

 

Over the past few months, she has been silent in the process of practice and breakthrough. 

 

What she had hated had become something she must pursue now. 

 

On that day, ye Tianzheng was taken away by Lin Juelong, and even ye Chen was injured. Jiang Peirong 

saw many things. 

 



The rules of the world are so cruel. 

 

If you have no strength, you can only watch the people around you leave! 

 

Although Ye Chen's strength is very strong, Jiang Peirong doesn't want her son to get hurt again. 

 

At least, when she is strong enough, she will not give her son any more trouble! 

 

Ye Tianzheng can even be rescued from that place. 

 

Mother is selfish, but also selfless. 

 

"Chen'er, wait for your mother to break through the wonderland, then go to Kunlun Xu to find you!" 

 

Jiang Peirong bit her teeth and forced a drop of blood essence to break away from her body! 

 

But soon, she found that the bondage was like a wall and could not be broken at all! 

 

At the same time, the sky, suddenly lightning down! 

 

Lei jieben should not have appeared at this time, but Jiang Peirong's crazy actions obviously made Leijie 

ahead of schedule. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Jiang Peirong could no longer resist the disorder of her body breath and spat out a mouthful of blood on 

the spot. 

 

And at this moment, the thunder plunder comes. 



 

The whole training room could not bear the thunder. 

 

On the spot in all directions! 

 

At this moment, Jiang Peirong realized the seriousness of the matter, just wanted to stop, but found 

that she could not move under the thunder. 

 

It's like being bound. 

 

"How could that happen?" 

 

She watched the thunder robbery getting closer and closer, and even the thunder robbery seemed to 

turn into a grimace with a gloomy smile. 

 

It's no use for her to break free of bondage! 

 

For the first time she felt frightened! 

 

Just like the weakness of cultivation! 

 

She didn't want to practice, but she really wanted to do more for this family! 

 

In that moment, her body will be destroyed by thunder!Then a dark shadow came in! 

 

In front of Jiang Peirong. 

 

"Just thunder robbery, dare to hurt my mother, break it up for me!" 

 



A roar, the breath on Ye Chen's body exploded! 

 

The blood dragon in the body rushed out directly and hit on the thunder robbery! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Thunder robbery invisible, blood dragon more invisible! 

 

The collision of two forces, without a trace of waves! 

 

But there is a feeling that the whole earth is shaking. 

 

It seems that the ghost face of Lei Jie turns into something terrible. He wanted to escape. How could the 

blood dragon give him a chance! 

 

A giant mouth, swallow on the spot! 

 

Violent thunder and lightning want to rush out of the blood dragon's body, but they are not qualified at 

all! 

 

Everything is quiet. 

 

Jiang Peirong was in a trance. When she saw Ye Chen in front of her, her eyes turned red and she was 

excited to the extreme. 

 

Although she has been closed, she has actually come out several times, but only for a short time. 

 

At that time, he wanted to find Ye Chen for the first time, but he didn't expect to be told that ye Chen 

had entered Kunlun Xu. 

 



She was eager to break through. 

 

I thought I couldn't stand the thunder robbery, but I didn't expect Ye Chen to come back! 

 

Really back! 

 

"Chen'er, is it really you?" 

 

Jiang Peirong said excitedly. 

 

Ye Chen nodded and took out a pill for her mother to take. At the same time, she pointed out that the 

true Qi gathered in her mother's body. 

 

The disordered breath was completely suppressed. 

 

Fortunately, he came in time, otherwise the consequences would be unimaginable. 

 

"Mom, why do you need to break through? You should pay attention to chance and success. It's the 

most hurt that you break through by force like this. Besides, Kunlun Xu not only looks at cultivation, but 

also values strength." 

 

When Jiang Peirong heard Ye Chen's reproach, she didn't know how to retort: "chen'er, I just want to 

help you. Besides, your father is in the hot water now. I know my strength is nothing to Kunlun, but at 

least it can make you worry less." 

 

Ye Chen heard this, but shook his head, and then said: "Mom, from today on, you can not practice for a 

year." 

 

"But --" 

 



before Jiang Peirong finished speaking, ye Chen continued: "and, mom! I want to tell you a big piece of 

good news. One day ago, I had rescued my father from the Kunlun xuxue League. Not only that, but all 

the members of the blood League have been killed by me 

 

"This time I come back to take you to Kunlun Xuzhong. It's time for our family to get together." 

 

Hearing this, Jiang Peirong was in a trance for a long time. 

 

"Chen'er, you What did you say You said Tianzheng had been saved by you? " 

 

Jiang Peirong's voice is shaking! 
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She knew that ye Chen could not cheat her in this matter, but she still felt like a dream! 

 

"Mom, I said, no matter who is blocking the existence of our family, I will crush it to hell!" 

 

"But how can your strength be..." 

 

Jiang Peirong stood up and checked Ye Chen. She found that there was no injury. She took a long breath. 

 

Then, mother and son talked for a long time, ye Chen also said some things about Kunlun Xu. 

 

Of course, some of the content was hidden by him. 

 

Now the mother on this matter is a little difficult to accept, and then say those shocking things, the 

mother can not bear for a short time. 

 



Jiang Peirong could not calm down for a long time: "at that time, when shall we go to Kunlun?" 

 

"Today or tomorrow?" 

 

Ye Chen thought for a few seconds and said, "tomorrow." 

 

"Well, you've just come back. Mom's going to cook some for you today." 

 

Jiang Peirong is ready to leave and make some arrangements for ye Chen. 

 

Although the Ye family can afford the best chefs, the taste of mother's cooking is beyond the reach of 

any top chef. 

 

After a few steps, she suddenly thought of something: "by the way, chen'er, Sun Yi and Ruoxue have 

been dealing with the internationalization of Tianzheng Group, but they have not come back. As for the 

girl named zhuya, there is no movement when she returns to Jiangnan province." 

 

"Another thing. A few days ago, it seems that the teacher of normal university came to Ye's house to 

look for you. His expression was not right at that time. I don't know why. It looked like a different 

person! She was cold, and she left before I could speak 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen's heart thumped! 

 

At that time, he left China to go to kunlunxu and made all preparations and notices, but he forgot Wei 

Ying! 

 

This bloody girl! 

 

He went to Kunlun Xu for such a long time. It was obvious that the Xuanshi on Wei Ying's neck could not 

suppress the evil blood and cold body! 

 



This is one of the top ten evils in Kunlun. Once it breaks out completely, the consequences will be 

unimaginable! 

 

"Mom, did you notice that Wei Ying was wearing a necklace around her neck 

 

Jiang Peirong frowned and recalled for a few seconds, shaking her head: "at that time, I remember that 

she was wearing a skirt, her neck was very clean, and there was nothing." 

 

"That reminds me that at that time, the girl seemed to be talking to herself about some necklace, but 

her attitude was very strange, sometimes good and bad..." 

 

Ye Chen is completely sure. 

 

Wei yingsha blood cold body attack! 

 

Extremely dangerous! 

 

No longer hesitating, ye Chen hurriedly toward the outside: "Mom, I'll go out for a while and try to come 

back and finish my meal." 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's far away figure, Jiang Peirong sighed: "is chen'er interested in this girl?" 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen directly finds Lei Shuwei outside the door. 

 

"Mr. Ye, why did you come out so soon?" 

 

As soon as Lei Shuwei said something, ye Chen interrupted: "help me find out a person named Wei Ying, 

who is an old English major in Beijing Normal University. The fastest speed is! Use all your authority 



 

Lei Shuwei was stunned. It was the first time that he saw Mr. Ye so excited that he took out a notebook 

from the car. 

 

Input fingerprint and iris verification. 

 

The sky eye system opens directly. 

 

There is no doubt that Wei Ying's information is revealed. 

 

Even that time point into there is incomparably clear. 

 

But the system can only trace back to three days ago. 

 

"Mr. Ye, it's a little strange. The sky eye can check all the pictures three days ago, but after three days, 

the girl named Wei Ying seems to evaporate from the world." 

 

"That person gave Mr. Ye a right to view all the information of Huaxia. Now Tianyan can't search Wei 

Ying's whereabouts, and no one in China can know more about it." 

 

Ye Chen knows that the power of science and technology can not be used. He no longer thinks about it 

and goes straight to the driver's seat. 

 

"I'll drive away first. I'll give you the signal light from here to Beijing Normal University." 

 

"Yes, Mr. Ye!" 

 

The accelerator slammed down, and the car rushed out like a beast! It's fast to the limit. 

 



All the way to the green light, just 15 minutes, ye Chen is to arrive at the classroom apartment of Beijing 

Normal University. 

 

He ignored the elevator, his real Qi acted on his feet, and stepped into the air. With the help of the 

window edge, he directly came to Wei Ying's apartment on the tenth floor. 

 

One blow through the glass and go straight inside. 

 

Just stepping into it, ye Chen is feeling the ground is full of ice! 

 

Not only that, the chill inside is extremely terrible! 

 

It's like entering a millennium ice cave! 

 

There are even fluctuations around the technique! Someone sealed the ice land with magic! Not to be 

noticed by the outside world! It won't melt! 

 

Is it Wei Ying? 

 

Even the magic awakened?Evil blood cold body completely engulfed Wei Ying? 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart string is very tight. He takes a look at it and finds the things close to the body on the sofa 

at the first time. 

 

Pink underwear. 

 

Very sensitive. 

 



But ye Chen can not care so much, the more intimate things, the better the effect! 

 

The only chance! 

 

Ye Chen pinched his fingers and kept saying something in his mouth: "bring down the capital and the 

current, and create all things.". Qing is the source of turbidity, and movement is the foundation of 

stillness... " 

 

Can break the vitality, thousands of miles to find people! 

 

With the speed of Ye Chen's speech getting faster and faster, the runes and pink objects in front of him 

even floated up! 

 

Next second, direct combustion! 

 

The flame is blue! It even forms a strange shape. 

 

"Now!" 

 

Ye Chen bites his finger and shoots out a blood essence! When the blood essence hits the flame, the fire 

lights up! 

 

A picture appeared in his mind. 

 

And a girl was sitting with her eyebrows crossed. 

 

Breath surging, extremely strong. 

 

The surrounding environment is colder than the apartment! 

 



It's like a huge ice city! 

 

The endless cold is swallowed by Wei Ying! 

 

Wei Ying's face was sometimes cold and sometimes struggling. 

 

Suddenly, Wei Ying spoke. 

 

"Your will is too weak. You can only get a chance if you are controlled by me." 

 

"When I get to the ancient ice, there are only a few people in the world who want to move you." 

 

"Don't struggle, let me devour your spirit." 

 

"What's more, the smelly man in his mind can't give you anything but pain." 

 

"As long as you are strong! You will be able to control the whole world, and you will never die! When 

the time comes, men will only be your vassal! " 

 

"If you resist again, I can only forcibly devour your will!" 

 

Speaking of this, Wei Ying suddenly opened her eyes! 

 

What kind of eyes are they! 

 

Extreme cold! 

 

It's frightening! 

 



Hit the spirit! 

 

Even ye Chen felt that Wei Ying's body was full of evil blood and cold body and found himself! 

 

This look is a warning to him! 

 

"Even I dare to spy on you. No matter who you are, withdraw the skill as soon as possible, otherwise, I 

will find you and let you become the sacrifice of ice body!" 

 

Language down, a torrent of evil intention to sweep in all directions! 

 

The whole house was shocked by a terrible shock! 
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Ye Chen opened his eyes, and his blood suddenly surged up! The evil blood cold body almost completely 

dominated Wei Ying. If it goes on like this, Wei Ying's will will will no longer be! The consequences are 

unimaginable! " 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fist and dialed Lei Shuwei's phone again: "Lei Shuwei, can there be any ice 

sculpture exhibition or ice city in the last hundred miles? The temperature in that place should be 

extremely low. Give me a reply within one minute." 

 

It didn't take a minute or 20 seconds for Lei Shuwei to call back: "Mr. Ye, in the area of gouzhuang, the 

capital city, someone has built an underground ice city. It is caused by the joint action of hundreds of 

top refrigeration equipment. The temperature is extremely low. Moreover, there was a homicide in this 

place a few days ago. The government has blocked it. It is estimated that even the power supply may be 

cut off." 

 

Ye Chen is almost sure that the evil blood cold body is in this place. 

 



Hang up the phone, ye Chen's eyes are extremely cold. 

 

"Evil blood cold body, I would like to see what strength the existence of the fear of countless people in 

Kunlun void has!" 

 

…… 

 

Gouzhuang, underground ice city. 

 

When ye Chen arrives, he can clearly feel a wave of power from it. 

 

He opened the gate directly, and countless ice sculptures stood in front of him. 

 

Lifelike, obscures the view. 

 

Ye Chen didn't come to enjoy the ice sculpture, so he walked quickly towards the ice sculpture. Because 

the cold was too terrible, he could only move on the nine days of xuanyang, barely making his body 

stable. 

 

The more he went into it, the more he felt the chill of the iceberg pierced in like a knife. 

 

It's very hard. 

 

In the center of the place, suddenly bursts of cold wind dancing, a cold kill as if shrouded in Ye Chen. 

 

Evil blood cold body appeared! 

 

"Whoosh!" A sound, a sound of breaking through the air! 

 

As far as you can see, ye Chen saw a handful of ice swords sweeping over! 



 

It's so fast that it can tear the air! 

 

Ye Chen snorted coldly and asked the sky sword to sacrifice directly! 

 

Only the power of the ice sword has reached the holy King's realm. He is not qualified to be taken 

lightly! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The sky sword collided with the huge ice sword instantly! 

 

The sword spirit diffused in all directions, and then turned into sword rain and snowflakes. 

 

In an instant, like a storm, it hit the ground. 

 

Bursts of crisp crash sound, the next moment burst. 

 

The sky is full of sword Qi, the sword light is flashing, the cold wind is sweeping, the vegetation is 

broken! 

 

At this moment, all the ice sculptures were destroyed in the dozens of meters where ye Chen was the 

center of gravity! 

 

The ground is also like a spider's web in general, shocking. 

 

At the same time, a figure came out of the darkness. 

 

It's a girl. 

 



The girl's elegant long hair is simply tied into a ponytail, which is extremely capable. 

 

Wearing a simple Khaki windbreaker with a pair of jeans underneath. 

 

Although simple, but also can not cover up the concave and convex body. 

 

Eyes cold to bone marrow, like a clear spring on the snow mountain! 

 

That temperament is even colder than this ice city. 

 

Wei Ying! 

 

Or it is evil blood cold body! 

 

"You shouldn't have come." 

 

"I promised the girl not to kill you. But you're here now. I feel threatened and I have to kill you. " 

 

"If I guess correctly, it's you who peeped at me with the technique just now." 

 

Girl light way, tone does not have a trace of temperature. 

 

Ye Chen step out, kill the opportunity to release! 

 

Endless killing opportunity is enough to resist all cold! 

 

"I only give you one chance to let Wei Ying control this body. You and she are the community, and now 

you want to destroy Wei Ying's body. Is it too much to get one?" 

 



"If you don't get out of here, I'll take you away." 

 

The girl moved her neck and continued: "you should know more about the rules of the world than I do. 

That girl's state is satisfied to be a university teacher. In my opinion, this is simply a disgrace. I can make 

myself superior to Kunlun void! I can let her enjoy everything 

 

"When I devour her spirit, I will go to Kunlun Xu. Who dares to disobey her 

 

The young girl is as proud as a rock. 

 

She had already seen Ye Chen's cultivation and transcendence. 

 

And the state he's in is very aware of it. 

 

Although she was surprised why Ye Chen made such rapid progress, it was no longer important. 

 

This son is still a threat after all, and can't stay. 

 

Ye Chen heard the girl's arrogant words, in the hand of the Dragon asked the sky sword straight at the 

girl: "I do not accept." 

 

"Since I can suppress you with the spirit of the earth, I can make you worse than death!" 

 

The girl snorted coldly. The next second, she condensed a cold sword in her hand. Her feet swept and 

came to Ye Chen's body!"Boy, if you don't accept it, I'll make you kneel down!" 

 

The cold light twinkles, the killing machine rises! 

 

Endless cold like bursts of pressure, trying to devour Ye Chen! 

 



Strong wind surging, between heaven and earth, filled with the breath of killing, the atmosphere seems 

to solidify. 

 

At the moment when the icy sword is about to touch Ye Chen, ye Chen moves! 

 

"You are strong now, but you forget one thing." 

 

"What?" The girl subconsciously said. 

 

And ye Chen sneered: "you forget that there is a man in the world, called Ye Chen." 

 

Language down, ye Chen step out, ten thousand feet of lightning overflow body! 

 

The momentum suddenly rises! 

 

In this moment, ye Chen is transformed into a mountain, standing between heaven and earth. 

 

No one can stop it! 

 

"Well? Isn't it extraordinary? Is this the spirit of entering the holy land? " 

 

Feel Ye Chen's change, the girl's face appeared a trace of accident. 

 

Even for a moment, he felt that he would lose. 

 

"No matter what realm you are, chop!" 

 

The girl's ice sword suddenly pressed down! 

 



The sword vibrates and the sword Qi overflows! 

 

Cold as if into a god of death, the scythe of ice cleaves toward Ye Chen! 

 

"Since you tried to block me with ice! Then I will devour all your things with the supreme flame today 

 

Ye Chen a roar! 

 

The fire in the center of eyebrows is raging! 

 

He has learned the strength of the flame! 

 

On the spot, the fire covered the sword of cutting dragon and asking heaven! 

 

The flame diffuses. 

 

The powerful sword swept across the whole world, as if all were silent down! 

 

Ye Chen's whole body is a sea of fire for Huawei! 

 

The ice sculpture is melting! 

 

The ground is melting! 

 

Even the girl's ice sword is gradually melting! 

 

The feeling is about to disappear! 

 

"What kind of flame is this?" 



 

The girl exclaimed! 

 

And ye Chen that rolling flame sword directly cut down! 

 

God and devil avoid! Crazy fire swallows the sky! 

 

The ice city is silent when the sword moves! 

 

Terrible sword power, full of everything! 

 

"Boom!" 

 

A roar exploded. 

 

Suddenly, a more powerful sword Qi spread. 

 

The frozen God of death, broken on the spot! 

 

Into the sky snow! 

 

Not only that, but the ice sword in the girl's hand broke open! 

 

She can clearly feel the Qi and blood rolling in her body, open her mouth and spit out a mouthful of 

blood, dilate her pupils, and fly backward. 

 

How can this boy become so terrible! 

 

This blow, as if has reached the holy King's realm! 



 

She even felt that the chill was madly suppressed! 
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"Bang!" 

 

The girl's body hit an icicle. 

 

The icicle broke completely. 

 

To pieces. 

 

In the moment of landing, the girl's five fingers, the ground rolled up a cold wind, the cold wind seems 

to be a pair of big hands, forcefully put up the girl. 

 

"Pedaling, pedaling, pedaling!" 

 

The girl stepped back and stabilized herself. 

 

She stares at Ye Chen in the distance and says in a cold voice, "who are you?" 

 

Ye Chen will cut the dragon to ask the sky sword to stand on the ground, suspended above a point. 

 

Then, the indifferent eyes directed at the girl: "give the body back to Wei Ying, I allow you to stay in her 

body, but you are not allowed to occupy her body." 

 

Ye Chen didn't want to destroy the evil blood cold body. The ten e bodies of Kunlun Xu are not so easy 

to destroy. 



 

What's more, Wei Ying is closely related to the evil blood cold body. 

 

If one side has an accident, the other side should not want to die well. 

 

At present, the only thing he can do is to suppress the evil blood and cold body, and then when Wei 

Ying's cultivation is enough, he can control it by himself. 

 

At that time, Wei Ying's training speed and strength will be more terrible than anyone else. 

 

The girl spat out a mouthful of blood and did not waver: "I admit that I underestimated you. I knew you 

had such strength. I should have killed you when I was in Normal University." 

 

"I might as well tell you that I devour the spirit of this girl just for her good. Don't you find that there are 

more and more Chinese practitioners?" 

 

"During the period of your disappearance, there are at least 40 practitioners in the capital of China. 

Most of them are from the major schools of Xuge in Kunlun. They are terrified by the killing of heaven by 

Ye. Naturally, they should look for talents in China." 

 

"And just three days ago, someone found Wei Ying. If it wasn't for me, this girl would have been cheated 

into Kunlun Xuzhong." 

 

"Besides, someone has already guessed that her body is special. If I don't occupy her body, who will 

protect her? I don't want to hurt myself because of this girl's cowardice. " 

 

Hear these words, ye Chen Mou son a congealing. 

 

Before that, he did find some practitioners in the capital. He thought that they were looking for ye 

Shitian. Now, it seems that this is not only the case. 

 



Those clans of Kunlun Xu have already realized that there is a genius coming out of China. If we find 

another existence similar to ye Shitian, it will surely last for a long time. 

 

Even zongmen have contacted Wei Ying. 

 

Wei Ying's evil blood cold body is not only excellent cultivation talent, but also a great tonic for some old 

monsters! 

 

The evil blood in her body is enough to break through some cultivation shackles! You can even refine 

pills with refined blood. 

 

Ye Chen is afraid that these clansmen have such cruel ideas to Wei Ying. 

 

Kunlun Xu is more cruel than he imagined. 

 

The girl seemed to see ye Chen's shaking and continued: "now you still want to stop me?" 

 

Ye Chen comes back to her mind and holds it with five fingers. The sword points to the girl directly: 

"from today on, Wei Ying is protected by me, and you, obediently return to her body, that's it." 

 

His tone was indifferent, as if he were telling a little thing. 

 

The girl's face was cold: "look for death! You really think I'm afraid of you! " 

 

"Sha Xue, Ning!" 

 

A drop of blood essence was forced out of the girl's fingertips. 

 

As soon as the blood essence comes out, the endless cold in all directions is rolling! 

 



In the blink of an eye, the blood essence is scattered. 

 

Even into countless ice cones with rich Aura! 

 

A dense piece of the ice cone, with a sense of cold and death, towards Ye Chen rolling away! 

 

Even blocked all the vitality of Ye Chen! 

 

"Boy, you are in my way. In this case, you will be my stepping stone today." 

 

The girl's words fall, and waves of waves roll up around countless ice cones! 

 

The sound of breaking through the sky resounds! 

 

In her opinion, even if the boy's strength is good, it can't be stopped! 

 

The essence blood of the evil blood cold body is extremely precious! 

 

The power is far beyond the realm of the holy king! 

 

This is her biggest card! 

 

Ye Chen looks at the tens of thousands of killing intention, and feels something is wrong. The dragon in 

his hand asks the sky sword and blocks him in front of him! 

 

At the same time, the other hand quickly pinched, the momentum of the body skyrocketed, casual 

clothes torn a few minutes, dancing in the wind! 

 

The whole body seems to have generated countless sword meanings! 



 

The sword suddenly converged, and the sound of roaring was heard. 

 

"How about evil blood, I still break open!" 

 

At the moment when countless ice cones want to touch Ye Chen's body, he doesn't dodge at all, and 

sweeps away with ten thousand swords! 

 

Who can stop Chen Tianli's sword skill! 

 

In an instant, countless forces collided in the air. 

 

Dense and dense! 

 

Bursts of sparks. 

 

The magnetic field of the whole space seems to be changed. 

 

Under the two forces, it seems that they are equal.But in fact, ye Chen's blood is surging up and he is 

retreating behind him. 

 

The power of the blood essence is too violent. If he does not retreat, the consequences will be very 

serious. 

 

"Ding!" The sound of that countless ice cones on the spot into pieces! 

 

The young girl sees Ye Chen to be invincible, her eyes show a trace of disdain, and then fiercely towards 

Ye Chen! 

 



She did not have any intention to use weapons, five fingers a grip, has appeared in front of Ye Chen, is 

toward Ye Chen's chest to shoot! 

 

In terms of combat strength, ye Chen is not afraid at all. 

 

He forced his Qi and blood down and pulled out his hand as he retreated. 

 

"Pa!" 

 

Quickly buckled on the other side of the wrist. 

 

It was extremely cold. 

 

"Stay away from me!" 

 

Seeing ye Chen dare to touch herself, a trace of anger flashed across her face. The speed of her other 

hand was as fast as lightning, as if it had turned into a blade and chopped toward Ye Chen. 

 

In case of collision, it may pass through the neck on the spot! 

 

Separation of body and head. 

 

"In terms of close combat, I've never been afraid of anyone." 

 

Ye Chen's indifferent voice suddenly rings out! 

 

Then, his whole body seems to overflow innumerable electric arc! 

 

At the same time, the power of the blood dragon penetrates into both arms! 



 

The hand that originally clasped each other's wrist, fiercely press down! 

 

At the same time, twist the body and throw the girl out on the spot! 

 

The girl did not expect that as a practitioner, she would still do so. She wanted to stop it, but it was too 

late! 

 

Helpless, she can only feet in the air rotation 360 degrees, and then a foot toward Ye Chen's chest and 

go! 

 

Ye Chen didn't dodge, but leaned forward and grasped the other side's wrist again! 

 

Push your right hand sideways! 

 

The girl's body was pushed out on the spot and hit a wall of ice. 

 

It's not over yet! 

 

Ye Chen will not give each other a chance. His body has already appeared behind the girl. Seeing that 

the girl wants to start, his hands clasp each other's wrists one after another, and his true spirit 

condenses, "bang!" The girl's hand fell into the ice wall. 

 

"Let me go!" 

 

The girl just wanted to move her feet, but she didn't expect Ye Chen to suddenly approach her body! 

 

A male breath came, ye Chen pressed each other on the ice wall with his body and couldn't move! 

 

The sensitive part is close to the girl's buttocks! 



 

This picture, too ambiguous! 
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"Blood dragon, trap us!" 

 

Ye Chen a roar, blood dragon virtual shadow rushed out of the body, hovered in the sky for a few 

seconds, and then came to the two people's side, tightly bound two people! 

 

At this moment, the girl's original face climbed onto the red glow! 

 

She can clearly feel the foreign body behind her buttocks! 

 

This is a man's thing! 

 

She wants to struggle, it's impossible! 

 

Although this is Wei Ying's body, now it is not Wei Ying who controls this body, but her! 

 

In her opinion, this is blasphemy! 

 

"Ye Chen, if you don't go away, I promise, you will die miserably." 

 

A cold voice of anger rang through! 

 

Although Ye Chen feels that this action is a little awkward. After all, a man presses the woman on the 

wall and is close to his skin. However, the threat of evil blood and cold body is too great. If the other 

party didn't take it lightly just now, he might be in danger! 



 

Now that's the only way. 

 

"Isn't this across the clothes? As for the big reaction? If you promise to leave Wei Ying's body, I will 

consider letting you go. " 

 

Ye Chen took a look at the picture under the body, nose tip some hot. 

 

No matter how he said, he was also a normal man. He always had some reaction when he pressed a 

perfect woman. 

 

Key Wei Ying has always been in the habit of fitness, with countless girls envy peach hip. 

 

What's more, I just wear a pair of thin trousers today. 

 

It's very touching. 

 

The girl felt the hot feeling behind her and became angry! 

 

But somehow, Wei Ying's body had a subconscious reaction. 

 

Not only that, but Wei Ying, who was trapped, has begun to break through the shackles. 

 

Damn it! 

 

"If you don't leave, I'll blow myself up and die, and I'll die together in the end!" 

 

As soon as she had finished her words, the meaning of the cold was actually restrained. 

 



The cold eyes also appeared a trace of shyness and even firmness! 

 

"You can't hurt Mr. Ye!" 

 

The girl's face changed greatly. She knew that Wei Ying's spirit had been completely awakened. It was 

impossible to refine and swallow this time! 

 

At the same time, countless arc surging! 

 

Her body is too heavy! 

 

The girl glared at Ye Chen: "if I wake up again next time, I will be the first to kill you!" 

 

Words fall, the chill around suddenly disappeared. 

 

And her eyes closed. 

 

Three seconds later, open again! 

 

This time, the eyes did not have any chance to kill, some only doubt and shame. 

 

"Mr. Ye, would you be too quick..." 

 

Wei Ying's gentle voice suddenly rang out. 

 

She felt a bit of a flood, but it was hard to say. 

 

Ye Chen hears this voice a Zheng, this just reacts to come over, evil blood cold body already temporarily 

deep sleep, at the moment oneself close to the body of the woman is Wei Ying! 



 

He quickly released his hand and explained, "Wei Ying Well, it was a little sudden just now. I didn't mean 

to 

 

Wei Ying's face was red, her back to Ye Chen, and she was a little short of breath. 

 

Don't know why, when ye Chen leaves the moment, her heart unexpectedly some loses. 

 

Ye Chen has disappeared for such a long time. During this period, she often looks at the door of the 

opposite apartment when she comes home. 

 

But the door never opened again. 

 

The former Professor Ye is no longer here. 

 

Now there is only Ye Chen, who controls countless forces. 

 

Wei Ying adjusted her state. Although her face was still flushed, she turned to look at Ye Chen and said, 

"well, what happened just now is that nothing happened. By the way, Mr. Ye, when did you come 

back?" 

 

"These days, my memory is in a trance. The voice of that woman keeps ringing, and I'm almost broken." 

 

"What's more, Mr. Ye, the basaltic stone you gave me was broken a few days ago." 

 

Ye Chen thought of what, from the samsara cemetery to take out a piece of ground soul Xuan stone, and 

then the fingers pinch, a golden light into the soul of the stone. 

 

After that, ye Chen found a rope and put it directly on Wei Ying's neck. 

 



"Wei Ying, this piece of Xuanshi can only suppress that evil blood cold body for a month at most. If there 

is any damage during this period, you must find me, or the consequences will be unimaginable." 

 

Wei Ying looked at the bright stone on her neck and nodded her head earnestly: "good." 

 

"But Mr. Ye, if you leave for a long time, what will happen if the evil blood and cold body come out 

again?" 

 

Ye Chen hesitated for a few seconds, looked at Wei Ying very seriously and said, "I ask you, are you 

willing to give up your decent work and ordinary life? I'll take you to another place in China. That place, 

strong Lin Yun, can even be said to be extremely dangerous. " 

 

"You can refuse, so I will go back to the capital every month to suppress the evil blood and cold body for 

you."Before ye Chen finished speaking, Wei Ying said, "Mr. Ye, I'd like to. The place you're talking about 

should be Kunlun Xu. A few days ago, an old woman came to see me. She said that she was an elder of 

Beiming sect, and she wanted to take me to practice in Kunlun Xu's Beiming sect." 

 

"Did you agree?" Ye Chen frowned. 

 

Wei Ying nodded: "at that time, I guessed that Mr. Ye had gone to kunlunxu, so I agreed to go inside and 

have a look. But later, the old woman didn't come to me again." 

 

Ye Chen naturally won't let Wei Ying leave with beimingzong. 

 

Not to mention the purpose of Beiming sect, even if we really want to cultivate Wei Ying, it's not a 

common sect that can cultivate it! 

 

Evil blood cold body, only Kunlun Xu top school is qualified to cultivate! 

 

"You go to take care of your things today. Tomorrow morning, I will take you to kunlunxu. As for the 

Beiming sect, there is no need to pay attention to it. " 

 



"Yes, Mr. Ye." 

 

Wei Ying nods her head cleverly. In her opinion, being able to enter Kunlun Xu means staying with Ye 

Chen for a long time. 

 

This is her dream, how can she refuse. 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen wanted Wei Ying to go to Ye's house for a meal, but she refused. 

 

In her opinion, the current state is so embarrassed, how can she be nice to see ye Chen's mother, Jiang 

Peirong. 

 

At least make yourself beautiful. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't force Wei Ying to go to Beijing Normal University with the two strong men in the dark 

hall, while he goes to the living room of Ye's central villa. 

 

Just walked into the gate, a fragrance came. 

 

The next second, a soft stumble into the arms of Ye Chen. 

 

Jade hand holding Ye Chen, red lips are kissing on Ye Chen's cheek. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't have to look to know who the other party is. After all, the other party's huge weapon 

almost presses her chest, and there is no one else except Sun Yi. 

 

"Xiaochenzi, you finally want to come back. I heard my aunt's phone call and didn't even plan to hold the 

meeting. I came back directly after the meeting." 



 

"How did Kunlun stay? Did you meet any beauties?" 
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Ye Chen hugs Sun Yi's delicate body and just wants to talk, he hears a burst of cough. 

 

Jiang Peirong came out with the dish in her hand, but her mother just glanced at it and went to the 

kitchen as if she didn't see it. 

 

Sun Yi quickly jumped down from ye Chen's body and said, "it's all your fault." 

 

Ye Chen touched his nose and took a look at the living room. He said curiously, "if snow didn't come 

back with you?" 

 

Sun Yi quickly explained, "if you know the news of your return, you will come back. Unfortunately, she is 

not in China now." 

 

"Recently, Tianzheng Group is expanding the international market. Something has happened in country 

m, which requires the person in charge to negotiate. If snow goes by plane in the morning, it is 

estimated that when he will come back, he will have to wait for the end of the matter there." 

 

Now Tianzheng Group has no great use value for ye Chen. 

 

The only advantage is that ye Chen can spend a lot of money looking for something in China. 

 

Kunlun Xu is also a part of China. In ancient times, China was also a battlefield. 

 

If we really want to find some ancient relics, it is also possible. 



 

Today, when he returned to Beijing by plane, he scanned the magazines on the plane and found that 

Tianzheng Group had become one of the top ten companies with market value in the world. 

 

However, because Tianzheng Group is not listed, all kinds of data are not disclosed, and people who 

count this data can not really rank. 

 

If it is really open, Tianzheng Group will certainly become the company with the first market value. 

 

Xia Ruoxue doesn't need to spell like this. Obviously, she regards Tianzheng Group as a child. After all, 

she has her shadow all the way. 

 

Ye Chen made a cross ocean phone call and asked about Xia Ruoxue's meaning. 

 

Although Xia Ruoxue was very excited, she hesitated for a few seconds and decided to wait for the 

globalization of Tianzheng Group to end before going to Kunlun Xu. 

 

Ye Chen did not try to persuade. 

 

Xia Ruxue has already stepped into the way of cultivation now and is enough to protect herself. 

 

Even if it is really in danger, there are dark halls and Chinese guards. 

 

It's not likely to happen. 

 

It is estimated that the globalization of Tianzheng Group will not be long before Shen Haihua takes over. 

 

After finishing the master's business in Kunlun Xu, he took Xia Ruoxue to qingxuanfeng. 

 



After hanging up the phone, he looked at Sun Yi and said seriously, "Sun Yi, would you like to go to 

Kunlun Xu with me?" 

 

Hearing Kunlun Xu, Sun Yi said curiously, "xiaochenzi, is that the place you told me in Jiangcheng? That's 

where you've been for the last five years? " 

 

"Yes." 

 

When Sun Yi heard Ye Chen admit, she said with a smile: "in that case, of course I'll go. I'll take it as a 

group tour at public expense. I also want to see how the place is. Is it abroad?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head: "it's in China, deep in Kunlun mountain. Prepare yourself, and we'll start 

tomorrow morning. " 

 

Sun Yi seemed to be very curious about Kunlun Xu and said, "Ye Chen, is the sun poisonous in Kunlun 

Xu? Do you think I should wear a skirt? Do you want sunglasses? Do you sell sunscreen there? " 

 

Ye Chen: 

 

Sun Yi, like a hundred thousand reasons, kept talking. Obviously, she really regarded this trip as a tour. 

 

Fortunately, Jiang Peirong urged them to have dinner, which stopped. 

 

A dinner is very rich, ye Chen also saw for the first time a smile and excitement on her mother's face. 

 

Obviously, she has been waiting too long for tomorrow. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, Kunlun Xu, a mountain range stretching thousands of miles. 



 

The mountains are undulating and full of aura. 

 

An ancestral gate, covering an area of 1000 mu, stands on the top of the mountain. 

 

There is a huge stone in front of zongmen, on which are carved two ancient characters. 

 

Daozong! 

 

Once Ye Chen, the master of the medical God gate, abandoned the elixir field and expelled daozong 

from the world of martial arts and Taoism! 

 

Daozong hall. 

 

An old figure sat cross legged on the platform. 

 

The platform is engraved with golden dragon pattern, which is powerful. 

 

Around his dome, there are more than a dozen powerful men with terrible strength! 

 

At the very least, it's no more than a holy land! The highest and even the virtual kingdom! 

 

We can see the horror! 

 

But the existence of such terror, facing the old man on the platform, can only lower his head, the 

atmosphere also dare not breathe. 

 

Because the old man is the Supreme Master of daozong! 

 



No one can shake his position of strength! 

 

All of a sudden, the old man opened his eyes, as if from the ancient eyes glanced at the people under 

him and said: 

 

"is there any genius in Kunlun recently? However, there are some problems in the blood bank of 

daozong. If there is no demon talent, how can daozong become the top sect in Kunlun 

 

An old man in a green robe stood up, arched his hand and said, "tell the Lord, when you closed the door, 

there was indeed a world-class strong man coming out." 

 

"It's just that this peerless strongman is extremely mysterious, and it's very difficult to find it, and..."The 

old man's words suddenly stopped. 

 

"And what, say! If you grind and haw again, I will destroy the spirit 

 

Daozong patriarch light way, light this word, the whole hall seems to be covered by ice! 

 

Endless death made everyone pale. 

 

When he heard this, he said, "the one who killed the emperor, the one who killed the emperor."! His 

strength is unpredictable! Many sects of Kunlun Xu were under his shadow. It was previously said that 

ye Shitian was just a state of mind wandering. However, many sects soon found that ye Shitian had 

entered the realm of holy king! What happened a few days ago has proved that ye's killing heaven is 

likely to return to the virtual state, or even higher! " 

 

The master of daozong raised his eyebrows and said in a cold voice, "the rumors of Kunlun Xu are that 

three people become tigers. Do you believe this thing? It's just bullshit. Let's talk about something else. " 

 

The old man in green robe continued: "no, no, no, Lord, I thought so, but soon, ye Shitian killed 

Xuemeng and Zhen Haizong with the power of one person and a plum blossom! The bloody body of the 

sword is terrible 

 



"With such strength, Ye Shi Nai may be returning to the virtual realm! The key is that the child's bone is 

only more than 20! " 

 

"Now Kunlun Xu people are in a state of panic, and those Xiaozong even cut down the plum trees near 

the zongmen!" 

 

"There are even rumors that as long as ye Shitian has a plum blossom in his hand, even the God will 

kneel down and beg for mercy!" 

 

There was some trembling between the words of the elder qingpao. I don't know whether it was 

because of the patriarch or ye Shitian. 

 

"Asshole!" 

 

A roar of anger suddenly rang through the hall, and the Taoist master on the platform stood up! 

 

His hands were on his back: "you're afraid of a stinky boy you haven't seen before! You don't deserve to 

be in my daozong! " 

 

As soon as the Taoist patriarch stepped on his feet, an invisible wave of air rolled and turned into a 

sharp arrow in the air, directly shooting at the old man in green robes! 

 

"No!" 

 

The old man in green robe has a ferocious face and wants to dodge, but he finds his blood coagulated. In 

front of the Taoist patriarch, he is not qualified at all! 

 

The next second, the arrow penetrated his body and turned into blood mist on the spot. 
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This scene makes the remaining strong people kneel down one after another, and dare not speak at all. 

 

The leader of daozong glanced at everyone and said in a cold voice, "my Taoist sect exists in ancient 

times. No one can be a threat to us." 

 

"Since the rumors of Ye killing heaven are so terrible, I will order you to find this man! Bring it back to 

daozong 

 

"If I don't see ye Shitian within a month, all of you present will come to see me!" 

 

Hearing this order, all the people in the room were a bit cold. 

 

They don't want to offend ye Shitian, but now it seems that they have to. 

 

"Yes, Lord!" 

 

The leader of daozong nodded and then said, "apart from ye Shitian, did anything else happen to me 

during the months of my seclusion?" 

 

There was calm under the stage. 

 

All of a sudden, an old man with goatee stood up, arched his hands, and said, "tell the Lord, there is one 

thing that has something to do with the patriarch." 

 

"Say it 

 

Goat Hu continued: "these days, some of the disciples of daozong found Duan Huai'an near the Yucang 

mountain, which is very likely to enter the killing place." 

 



Hearing Duan Huaian's words, the Taoist patriarch's eyes shrunk: "you said Duan Huai'an is the master 

of the medical God sect?" 

 

"This is the man," he nodded 

 

The Taoist patriarch snorted coldly: "if I remember correctly, I asked you to wipe out the roots before. 

The medical God door still exists now?" 

 

Goat beard's face was embarrassed: "my Lord, daozong sent someone to destroy the medical God gate, 

but when we arrived, the medical God gate had been abandoned for some time, and everyone 

disappeared. 

 

According to my guess, it should have escaped. After all, the patriarch smashed that part of Huaian's 

Dantian, which has been reduced to a disabled person, and has nothing to do with martial arts. 

 

It is estimated that Duan Huaian heard the news, and then he abandoned the medical God gate and left 

ahead of time with a group of disciples. " 

 

"Originally, we planned to find these people by some means, but unexpectedly, Huai'an went to the 

killing place of Yucang mountain." 

 

"Although it is close to us, the killing place has always been very difficult. I can only send one disciple to 

sneak in and follow." 

 

"Not only that, daozong also got the news that ye Chen, a fan Gen disciple of Huai'an, seems to have 

entered Kunlun void. For some reason, Duan Huai'an seems to be very interested in this boy in the past 

five years. He once took the fan root disciple to the hundred schools and asked for it, but they were all 

rejected. That kid is not fit for martial arts. 

 

Does it need to be erased by the Taoist priest? " 

 

When the Taoist sect leader heard these things, he sneered: "the rubbish Duan Huai'an and Fangen 

disciple are really matched. Although these two people do not pose any threat to our Taoist sect, my 



principle has always been to keep no alive. I hope that within 30 days, these two wastes and other 

disciples of the medical God sect will disappear in Kunlun void, understand?" 

 

"I understand!" 

 

There was a trace of killing in the eyes of the old goat bearded man. 

 

The Taoist master nodded his head with satisfaction: "also, Kunlun Xu's annual talent competition is 

expected to start. Send some Taoist talents to go. In addition, help me to pay attention to the talented 

people who came out in that competition! If there is no background in the top ten, I want all of them! " 

 

"Those who disobey will be killed directly!" 

 

"Yes 

 

…… 

 

The next morning, Beijing Normal University. 

 

A Bentley stopped slowly. 

 

A young man in casual clothes, with an ethereal figure, stepped down from the car. 

 

Only the breath and appearance, but let the normal university entrance some female students stop to 

watch. 

 

The main reason is that the temperament of youth seems to have an inexplicable attraction, which 

makes people fall into it. 

 

Youth is Ye Chen. 



 

Ye Chen took a look at the time and went to the teacher's apartment. 

 

I don't know how Wei Ying is getting ready. 

 

At the moment, Wei Ying in the teacher's apartment changed into a chiffon long skirt, and her slender 

and white thighs were exposed and coveted. 

 

She turned around in front of the mirror, felt inappropriate, and changed her body. 

 

It's only after changing ten sets that we can decide what to wear today. 

 

Then she took the suitcase, looked at the wechat sent by Ye Chen, and then prepared to take the 

elevator. 

 

She had just opened the door when she found three people standing in the door. 

 

An old woman, two women in purple. 

 

When she saw these three people, she felt a pang, because they came to find her Beiming sect a few 

days ago! 

 

She thought these people had forgotten themselves, but she didn't expect to appear at this time! 

 

The two women in purple have a cold sword around their waists. Their eyes are cold, and they even feel 

like they are looking down on others. 

 

Wei Ying was very upset. 

 

"Where are you going?" Old women are humane. 



 

Wei Ying subconsciously stepped back a few steps, just wanted to close the door, a purple woman's 

hand is to grasp the side of the door, slightly forced! 

 

The burglar door is twisted instantly!"Do you know that we are coming and going to Beiming temple 

with us when you prepare your luggage and dress up?" The old woman said curiously. 

 

Wei Ying quickly shook her head: "I I still have something to do. Can you give me a few more days? " 

 

One of the women in purple stepped out step by step, and her sword was placed on Wei Ying's chest! 

 

"I am willing to take you away. It's your honor! How can there be so much nonsense! What's more, you 

dare to negotiate terms with our elders for this kind of rubbish cultivation? " 

 

Although the scabbard of the long sword is still there, a strong wave of Qi hits Wei Ying's chest! 

 

Wei Ying stumbled and hit the shoe cabinet directly. 

 

Although she has some accomplishments, she has no right to fight back compared with the practitioners 

of Beiming sect. 

 

The woman in purple looked at the vulnerable Wei Ying and sneered: "don't think your blood is special, 

just treat yourself as a character!" 

 

"Today we and the elder are going back to Beiming sect. Even if you don't want to go, you must go!" 

 

Wei Ying's heart is a little angry, she wanted to call Sha Xue Han Ti, but found that after yesterday's 

event, Sha Xue Han Ti was silent for a short time. 

 

Damn it! 

 



She could only look at the old woman and said, "elder, just give me a few hours. After a few hours, I will 

go to Kunlun Xu." 

 

The old woman looked at Wei Ying from a commanding position. Her eyes were flat. Then she said, "you 

dress up so seductively. I'm afraid it's a little lover you meet. Private love between men and women is a 

big taboo for cultivation. Your appearance is too attractive. It's just like a fox spirit. If you go to Beiming 

sect, you'll attract a lot of people and attract butterflies, so that those male students don't want to 

practice." 

 

"In that case, Zhuoya, destroy the pretty skin of this girl." 

 

The old woman's words are like judgments. 

 

She was so ugly that she would not allow such a beautiful woman to enter Beiming sect. 

 

Destroying the appearance is undoubtedly the best choice. 

 

Although this move was poisonous, she did not feel that there was anything wrong with it. Her identity 

and strength were destined to be able to control these ants casually. 

 

"Yes, elder!" 

 

The purple dress woman named Zhuoya has a cold eye and a long sword on her waist. She takes a lunge 

and slaps Wei Ying! 

 

This slap, the disorder of Qi entangled palm! 

 

Enough to destroy a beautiful face! 

 

Close by the palm, "Ding!" The elevator door suddenly opened. 

 



A young man in casual clothes appeared in everyone's sight. 

Chapter 719 

 

 

 

Ye Chen in the elevator is playing with this cigarette in his hand, and his face is expressionless. 

 

Originally, he planned to wait for Wei Ying downstairs. After all, Wei Ying said on wechat that he would 

come down immediately. 

 

But after waiting for a full five minutes, several cigarettes were smoked and no one was seen. 

 

Sure enough, the time in a woman's mouth can't be counted. It takes half an hour to count. 

 

He was afraid that Wei Ying could not come out for a long time, so he had to take the elevator to urge 

him. 

 

But I didn't expect that there was an accident on the 10th floor! 

 

When the elevator door opened, ye Chen felt something wrong. 

 

Aura wave! 

 

In an instant, his face was completely gloomy. 

 

Her eyes are directed at Wei Ying, who is quite embarrassed and in danger! 

 

Wei Ying, who fell on the edge of the shoe cabinet, naturally saw Ye Chen. She seemed to hold on to a 

straw and said, "Ye Chen!" 

 



Zhuoya heard this voice, cold hum, strength suddenly increased! 

 

"I dare to talk nonsense when I'm dying!" 

 

As soon as the disordered slap of genuine Qi was about to touch Wei Ying's cheek, a sound of breaking 

the air suddenly rang out! 

 

I saw a cigarette cut through the sky towards Zhuoya! 

 

Too fast! 

 

Even in the air there is the sound of nourishing, as well as violent Mars! 

 

Incomparably dazzling! 

 

Zhuoya naturally felt the crisis behind her and wanted to stop to find it was too late! 

 

"Poof!" 

 

A cigarette like a sharp arrow pierced Zhuoya's hand! 

 

The blood is dying! Like a plum blossom in full bloom! 

 

At the same time, an invisible force seems to explode from cigarettes! 

 

"Crash!" The cigarette exploded on the spot! 

 

And Zhuoya was also rushed out by the air waves, and was installed on the wooden table in the living 

room! 



 

The wooden table was smashed on the spot! Countless sawdust flying! 

 

This is far from over, a shadow flashed in all eyes. 

 

Very fast. 

 

The moment the shadow passed through the gate, he picked up Wei Ying directly. 

 

Delicate body into the arms, instant movement. 

 

A few seconds later, the two figures stopped completely. 

 

Ye Chen and Wei Ying appeared more than ten meters away. 

 

Temporary safety. 

 

Ye Chen took a look at Wei Ying's pale face, clenched his fist, and said, "have these guys hurt you?" 

 

When Wei Ying saw Ye Chen, her hanging heart sank. She shook her head: "Ye Chen, not yet." 

 

"But if you come a few seconds later, my face will be ruined." 

 

"They They are the Beiming sect who came to see me last time 

 

Wei Ying looked at the three men, still a little afraid. 

 

Her body is slightly close to Ye Chen, which can make her reluctantly at ease. 

 



"Elder martial sister!" 

 

Another purple dress woman this just relaxes the God, hastily enters the room will Zhuoya to help up. 

 

Unexpectedly, Zhuoya arm a shock, push away the purple dress woman, angry voice way: "do not need 

you to help!" 

 

Then, the eyes were staring at Ye Chen and Wei Ying, one word at a time: "boy, you just shot at the 

back! You mean little beast 

 

She naturally knows Ye Chen is a cultivator, but from the perspective of breath, he is just a transcendent 

realm! 

 

Not enough for fear! 

 

What she couldn't stand was that the other party hurt herself with a concealed weapon! 

 

The old woman took a look at Zhuoya and said faintly: "since some people have broken the rules, they 

will erase them, just to let that girl die." 

 

"Yes, elder!" 

 

Zhuoya drew out the cold sword from her waist and pointed to Ye Chen and Wei Ying: "little bitch! I 

really think that standing behind a cultivator, we can fight against Beiming sect! If we want you to die, 

you must die! " 

 

"And you, little beast, if you are willing to kneel down in front of me and cut off your hand, I can 

consider giving you a whole body!" 

 

Zhuoya's neck is up and down, as if in control of everything. 

 



But at the moment, ye Chen is constantly gathering. 

 

His heart is burning with anger! 

 

The woman in front of her even tried to treat Wei Ying with such vicious means! 

 

I really think that Kunlun virtual strong in China can easily decide the life and death of others! 

 

So high, really qualified! 

 

This woman's cultivation is just entering the Holy Land! 

 

In his eyes, like dust! 

 

I don't know where the shrew's confidence comes from! 

 

Ye Chen took a step forward and fiercely protected Wei Ying's body. He said to the woman, "I only give 

you a chance to slap my face a hundred times, and then apologize to Wei Ying. Otherwise, I will do it 

myself, and you can't bear the consequences!" 

 

"Hum! What qualifications do you have for ants like you? " 

 

When he hears the angry words, he shows off his sword!The whole teacher's apartment seems to have 

been affected, shaking up! 

 

Countless swords are like illusions, tearing away towards Ye Chen! 

 

Beiming sect has a deep foundation in Kunlun void and has many disciples! 

 

Kendo is the main road of Beiming sect. 



 

Beiming sword technique is superior martial art, enough to crush the strong in the same realm! 

 

In Zhuoya's eyes, this little boy is the dust in the fireworks! 

 

When the shadow of the sword covered the sky, ye Chen snorted coldly and stretched out a finger! 

 

"I don't have a finger to deal with such rubbish as you!" 

 

Ye Chen's true Qi condenses on one finger! 

 

Step out a few steps, with the potential to destroy the withered and decadent, point on one of the 

sword shadow! 

 

"Ding!" The two forces suddenly collide! 

 

Zhuoya sneers in her heart! Such cultivation, but also try to solve everything with a finger! 

 

I just don't know what to do! 

 

But soon, her expression froze. 

 

Because she found that the spirit sword in her hand was shaking violently, as if she could not bear the 

power of that finger! 

 

"Click!" 

 

The next second, the sword broke! 

 



The figure of the young man appeared in front of him! 

 

The distance is only ten centimeters! 

 

The wind and rain are changing and the sword wind is sweeping! 

 

All of a sudden, the world lost color and the ghosts and gods gave way. 

 

At the moment, it's like a hundred miles and a hundred miles! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Ye Chen broke through all obstacles and fell directly in front of Zhuoya's eyes! 

 

Once stabbed, she will die! 

 

"No!" She uttered in horror, but she did not expect that the fingers of death's sickle had stopped! 

 

You're saved? 

 

Before Zhuoya reacts, ye Chen opens the other four fingers, turns into a slap, and pats it fiercely! 

 

"You owe my friend that slap 

 

"Pa!" 

 

The power of fury swept, as if devouring everything! 

 



Seeing that this palm wants to be shot, Zhuoya can't react at all, and her whole body is locked by an 

invisible pressure! 

 

Who is this young man! 

 

When did China have such an evil character! 

 

Is this still transcendental? 

 

She couldn't help thinking. She felt as if there was a flame burning on her cheek! 

 

Then, an invisible force penetrated her body! 

 

She even felt suffocated! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

She couldn't bear it any more and spat out a mouthful of blood on the spot! Even more upside down! 

 

One side of her cheek is bloody! 

Chapter 720 

 

 

 

"Younger martial sister, elder martial sister, help me quickly!" 

 

Zhuoya hit the wall in the moment, ye Chen appeared again! 

 



This time ye Chen didn't leave a hand at all. With five fingers, the broken pieces of spirit sword fell into 

the hands! 

 

"Boy, stop it! She is a member of Beiming sect. You are not qualified to move! " 

 

The woman in purple and the old woman just want to fight! 

 

Ye Chen will not have any stay! 

 

Beiming sect? Even the top class is not worthy! 

 

The debris is coming out! 

 

Zhuoya's eyes widened. She couldn't help her reaction. A cold light flashed by. 

 

Her head is directly separated from her body! 

 

Blood on the spot! 

 

After all this, ye Chen's cold to bone marrow eyes shot at the old woman and the girl in Purple: "I don't 

like to kill women." 

 

"But I'd like to change my habits today." 

 

"Next, it's your turn." 

 

Then ye Chen's figure disappeared in an instant and went directly to the two people! 

 

Although the woman in purple is afraid, she still forces a drop of blood essence to shoot on the long 

sword, and then goes towards Ye Chen! 



 

But at the moment Ye Chen is irresistible! 

 

The woman in purple didn't even hold the sword firmly, so she was seized by Ye Chen's five fingers. She 

turned fiercely and went to the other side's neck instead. 

 

The pupil of purple dress woman shrinks suddenly, want to say what, a burst of dreary penetrating 

sound spreads, the next moment blood sprays. 

 

Absolutely dead! 

 

In a few seconds, two disciples had an accident! 

 

The old woman looks serious, naturally aware of Ye Chen's strength, the crutches in her hand instantly 

turn into a thin sword! 

 

"Boy, if you offend me, you will never be at peace forever!" 

 

As soon as the thin sword shakes, the sword Qi seems to turn into a giant snake and devour it towards 

Ye Chen! 

 

Ferocious, bloodthirsty! 

 

And the strength of the old woman is like a holy kingdom! 

 

The explosion of breath, the entire tenth floor appeared a crack! 

 

It's like it's going to crumble at any time! 

 

Ye Chen hums coldly, the broken Yang Sword appears in the hand! 



 

Ten thousand sword techniques are directly displayed! 

 

At the same time, countless lightning! 

 

A blood dragon overflows the body! Pan Rao around Ye Chen! 

 

Breaking Yang Sword turns into innumerable virtual shadows in a blink of an eye! 

 

I can't find it! 

 

The old woman's expression changed and she stopped her sword shadow! 

 

But there are too many sword shadows, dense and dense! 

 

He's blocking most of it! 

 

It's useless! 

 

"Puff!" 

 

The spirit sword directly hit her body, her body fiercely retreats, embarrassed to the extreme! 

 

There was a storm in her heart! 

 

I really can't think of it. Why can a Chinese boy have the strength to fight against Kunlun! 

 

Is this son from Kunlun Xu? 

 



The old woman looked at Ye Chen again, but at the moment Ye Chen was surrounded by a blood 

dragon, holding a long sword, and standing in the world! 

 

I can't help but feel shocked! 

 

Wait! 

 

Suddenly, the old woman found something! 

 

Eyes full of blood, staring at the sword in Ye Chen's hands! Lightning all over the body! And the shadow 

of the blood dragon! 

 

This picture, all this, too familiar! 

 

The key is back in Huaxia! 

 

Not far away, the figure of the youth suddenly coincides with that in a portrait! 

 

"You are ye Jingtian!" 

 

A exclamation suddenly rang through the 10th floor of the whole teacher's apartment! 

 

The old woman's voice even trembled! 

 

What does Ye Jingtian mean? She knows better than anyone else! 

 

In Kunlun Xu, these three words are the symbol of the devil and death! 

 

The key is that the evil spirit is not in Kunlun! 



 

How suddenly appeared in China! 

 

Sleeping trough! 

 

The old woman watched the youth getting closer and closer, and her fear spread! 

 

I can't help it anymore, "plop!" Get down on your knees! 

 

"Mr. Ye, I I didn't know that girl was your man! Please let me go 

 

Ye Chen stops, but it is unexpected that the old woman actually recognizes that she is ye Shitian. 

 

However, it's really obvious that the three things appear at the same time. 

 

"You want me to let you go?" 

 

Ye Chen light way. 

 

The old woman nodded: "Lord Ye, I am willing to serve you! I will do whatever you ask me to do! 

 

"I was also entrusted by the Lord to do so! My Lord, I'm just a servant. Please spare me a dog's life! " 

 

Ye Chen sneered: "since you know that I am ye Shitian, you should also know that I ye Shitian never left 

alive!" 

 

Hearing this, the old woman's face pale, just want to do what, ye Chen a palm from the sky cover 

shot!The whole body of blood dragon directly along the arm to penetrate and go! 

 



The old woman turned into a blood mist on the spot! 

 

Endless blood fog is swallowed by blood dragon! 

 

Subsequently, ye Chen dials ye Lingtian's telephone number, let him send the person of dark hall to deal 

with directly. 

 

After all this, ye Chen looks at Wei Ying, who is in a panic. 

 

Although Wei Ying has seen him kill people, she has never seen herself break out like this. 

 

"Mr. Ye, this Is that what you said about Kunlun Xu? " 

 

Ye Chen nodded: "it's not time to start now. It's too late to regret. If you stay here, I'll refine some 

amulets for you to protect you." 

 

Wei Ying quickly shook her head: "Ye Chen, I'm not sorry, I just want to say, this Kunlun Xu is also too 

cool!" 

 

Ye Chen: 

 

They went downstairs and went straight to the Bentley. 

 

Wei Ying couldn't help but say, "Ye Chen, why did the old woman say you were ye Shitian? Do you have 

another name? Or did he recognize the wrong person 

 

Ye Chen thought for a while, or decided to hide the secret: "estimated that the guy admitted wrong, 

otherwise I also have no room for action." 

 

"If you dare to save your life, you will be able to save your life if you dare to do so." 



 

Wei Ying nodded. 

 

Half an hour later, ye Chen, Sun Yi, Wei Ying and even Jiang Peirong all boarded a private plane. 

 

And the destination of the plane is Kunlun Xu! 

 

On the plane, ye Chen clearly feels that there is something wrong with Kunlun. He glances at the 

reincarnation cemetery and finds that it is not the tombstone, but a jade order in the corner. 

 

The jade ring is shining, and a line of words is constantly flashing. 

 

Ye Chen Mou son shrinks, take jade to make in hand, this just remembers a big event! 

 

The annual Kunlun xuzongmen talent battle is about to open. 

 

At that time, the master was hard to get a quota, but he became the laughing stock of the major schools 

in Kunlun. 

 

At that time, I didn't even have the qualification to step on the challenge arena. 

 

Countless ridicule, abuse, humiliation, as if vividly visible. 

 

Without Ji Siqing's help, perhaps he would have died in the arena. 

 

It is estimated that Ji Siqing wanted Ji Lin to give him a jade order, and he wanted to motivate himself. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the small mountains and towns under the clouds, his fingers clenched, and the light in 

his hands twinkled. 

 



Some of the lost things should be taken back by him. 

 

People with roots? 

 

The waste of medical God gate? 

 

The laughingstock of Bai Zong's refusal? 

 

"Since ye Chen has come back this time, I will show you what is really unattainable!" 


